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Introduction

The user guide is intended for editors, administrators, marketers and merchandisers, working with tasks
as described in Roles and tasks. The user guide may also be helpful for developers when configuring
and setting up EPiServer websites. Refer to EPiServer World for developer guides and technical documentation.

Features, licenses and releases
This user guide covers the latest releases for the entire EPiServer platform.
EPiServer CMS is the core part of the EPiServer platform providing advanced content creation and publishing features for all types of website content. CMS features
are available in all EPiServer installations.
EPiServer Commerce adds complete e-commerce capabilities to the core functionality in CMS. Commerce requires additional license activation.
Add-ons extend the EPiServer capabilities with features like advanced search,
multi-variate testing, and social media integration. Some add-ons are free, others
require license activation. Add-ons by EPiServer are covered in this documentation.
Due to frequent feature releases, this user guide may describe functionality that is not yet
available on your website. Refer to Release history to find out in which area and release a
specific feature became available.
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Web-based user guide
This user guide is also available as an online help that opens in a web browser. The online help is either
accessed from within the EPiServer platform or from EPiServer World.

Copyright notice
Copyright © 1996 – 2015 EPiServer AB. All rights reserved.
Changes to the contents, or partial copying of the contents, may not be done without permission. The
document may be freely distributed in its entirety, either digitally or in printed format, to all users of
EPiServer Software. We assume no liability or responsibility for any errors or omissions in the content
of this document. We reserve the right to alter functionality and technical system requirements.
EPiServer is a registered trademark of EPiServer AB.
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Release history
The EPiServer user guide describes features in the EPiServer platform, including CMS for content management and Commerce for e-commerce management, as well as add-ons from EPiServer.
New features are continuously made available through EPiServer updates. This user guide (15-3)
describes features added up until and including update 66 for EPiServer. Refer to EPiServer World for
previous user guide versions.
Area

Features and updates
l

Drag-and-drop of items from search results, also supported by EPiServer
Commerce – (update 63)

New Marketing Automation Connectors:
l

Eloqua®

l

ExactTarget®

l

HubSpot®

l

Microsoft Dynamics CRM®

l

Pardot®

l

Salesforce®
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EPiServer Find
EPiServer Find requires an additional license and an index. Refer to EPiServer World for
details about installation and configuration. After installation, the add-on becomes available
in the global menu in edit view.
EPiServer Find adds powerful search functionality to websites. With increasing information volumes,
search becomes important for locating information both on the internet, as well as on individual websites when conventional menu navigation is no longer sufficient. Most visitors quickly abandon a website if they cannot instantly find what they are looking for.
Through search optimization you increase the chances of attracting visitors to your website, keeping
them there and preferably having them complete an action such as registering or shopping. EPiServer
Find search functionality is based on visitor search behavior and website statistics. Using search criteria you can add automatic landing pages, adaptive navigation and guided search, to help increase website traffic and boost conversion rates.
The descriptions in this user guide are intended for "search administrators", for instance editors or
administrators working with content on EPiServer websites. The user guide is also useful for
developers when configuring and setting up search features.
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Feature summary
With EPiServer Find, you can easily develop customized functionality such as filtering and faceted navigation based on the properties of your content, for instance price, date, category or color. Find is based
on a hosted index service and interfaces to customize your solution. The service is cloud-based and
has support for multi-languages.
Find relies heavily on the search behavior of website visitors and the statistics created when visitors
browse content and click on links. The search optimization user interface allows you to analyze search
behavior and directly target your optimization efforts to enhance the search hit rate.
Based on search behavior, the system automatically provides features such as autocomplete, spelling
suggestions and related queries, with language support available for all. Any type of website object can
be indexed, not only web pages. Data is pushed to the search engine, making the delivered search result near real time.

Features in Find "standard"
l

View and analyze the latest search statistics for your websites, and use the statistics as input
for optimizing search on your websites.
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l

Optimize search by promoting selected content (best bets), and manage search phrases without

hits.
l

l

Add related queries to guide visitors in their search for specific content.

Explore the index for the website to see exactly what has been indexed and when, and use this
information to customize search features.

l

Define synonyms for similar search phrases, to further optimize search on your websites.

l

Use weighting of specific content properties to boost top search results as desired.

Features in Find "connections"
The connections version extends the standard version with the possibility to add connectors to index
external content that is related to but not part of your website content.

Getting started
Refer to the Getting started section in the CMS Editor User Guide for information on how to log in,
access features and work with the EPiServer user interface.

Help in Find
EPiServer Find has a built-in help feature, providing instant help when working in the user interface.
Click Show Help in the upper right corner to display help information.
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What is search optimization?
"Search optimization" is about helping visitors quickly finding the right content on your website. This is
closely related to "search engine optimization (SEO)", which is often referred to as the process of
improving the visibility of website content in the search results of a search engine. The higher website
content is ranked in a search engine's result page, the more visitors the website will receive.

With EPiServer Find you can develop customized functionality to create automatic landing pages and
different types of adaptive navigation with a minimum of editorial efforts. Based on statistic collected by
the system, you can perform search optimization on targeted content, to further enhance the search
experience.

Learning by doing
Most automatic optimization features in Find utilize the results from previous queries made by visitors
searching on the website. As the number of queries grow, the system will "learn" and base search suggestions on previous successful queries, guiding the visitor to the desired content.

The new website
When a new website is set up, the search will be configured, and pre-defined filters and faceted search
features will be developed through the programming interface. Since it is a new site there will be little
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search statistics available to use as input for search optimization. Instead you have the possibility to
help visitors in the beginning by adding content suggestions.

The growing website
As your website grows and more search data is available, optimization will become more of monitoring,
fine tuning, and occasionally promoting content guiding visitors to the right content. Now you can use
the search statistics to analyze search activities on your website.

Automatic search optimization
The features described here are created in code and based on tagging of content item properties, and
will help you attract visitors to your website and guide them to relevant content.

Automatic landing pages
Creating campaigns usually involves significant editorial efforts to set up landing pages and make the
desired content appear in various listings on the website. Using tagging and search criteria you can create landing pages that will dynamically display relevant content depending on search and filtering.

An automatic landing page like the one in the example above, is actually a search page with a small editorial area at the top. The rest of the page is built up by search functionality based on content tagging,
with the search result list and faceted selection to the right where search results can be narrowed down.
The system can also provide an SEO-friendly URL for the dynamic landing page, based on the facets
selected by the visitor. When searching for instance for "sweatshirt" , the returned URL can be
designed to look something like "../search/sweatshirt/women/hoodies", with the selected search facets
included.
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Adaptive navigation
Website navigation is often static and based on a content structure well-known by editors but less intuitive to visitors. With search criteria you can create a navigation that will display personalized content
based on what is known about the visitor, for instance through content relations or a registered profile.

Guided search
The system will automatically suggest search phrases based on the search behavior of other visitors.
For instance searching for "page" could return a search result including a suggestion like "people searching for page also searched for web page". The built-in autocomplete feature is another way of providing
guided search.

Manual search optimization
Although much of the search optimization is done automatically, it is recommended to monitor search
activities regularly on your website, to finetune search performance and spot discrepancies. There
might also be situations when you want override the system suggestions to promote specific content.
Manual search optimization in EPiServer Find is done from the optimization view. Search optimization
may also include modifications of content on your website to achieve the desired search results. Below
are some typical scenarios where search optimization actions may be needed to help visitors find what
they are looking for.

Search phrase contains the "wrong" wording
The visitor is searching for something using a different wording than intended in the system. For
instance searching for "basket" instead of "cart". Help out by adding a synonym for related content to
guide visitors to the intended search patterns.

Promoting selected content
Using "best bets" you can promote content when you specifically want to bring attention to some selected content. For instance you can make "Christmas special offer" to be returned at the top of the search
results, when searching for "Christmas cards".

Search result links are not clicked on by visitors
Low-click frequency may not necessarily be a problem, it can reflect the fact that enough information is
provided just by looking at the search results. However, it may also indicate that the information presented is not attractive enough. Work with the content to ensure that the appropriate content is available
and that SEO requirements are met. Or, create a best bet with a custom title and description to promote
the content.
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No search results returned because the content is missing
Search statistics can be used to discover content that is missing but should be on your website. This
requires good knowledge about what is on your website. Create the missing content and ensure that it
appears in search after being indexed.

Content searched for is not on your website but visitors assume it is
Consider if the content should appear on the website or not. If searches for this content are frequent and
if the content is available on another related website, you can add a connector indexing content from
that website, making it appear in the search results of the first website.

Returned results do not contain the search phrase
Relevant content on the website is presented in the search result, but it does not contain the search
phrase. Add the search phrase in the content, or add relevant synonyms, making it possible to retrieve
the content without having to know the exact wording.

Relevant content exists but is not displayed at the top
Work with the content to optimize search and ensure that general SEO requirements are met, for
instance that the web page has a relevant title, correct and descriptive meta information, and a correct
modification date.
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Analyzing search statistics
Functionality in EPiServer Find is based on search actions by website visitors and the collected statistics information from these. The statistics view is used for monitoring and analyzing search activities
for the website. For a newly setup website statistics are scarce in the beginning, but as the website
grows with more search actions added over time, the statistics view becomes a useful tool for search
optimization.
You need specific access rights to access the features in EPiServer Find.

The statistics view
This view displays popular searches at a specific moment in time, also revealing if matching content
was found on the website. The aggregated search information can be filtered by time interval, website,
and languages.

Most frequent searches
The "most frequent searches" view simply tells you which phrases have been most often searched for.
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Searches without hits
This view tells you which phrases that have been most often searched for and for which no hits were
generated.

Searches without relevant hits
This view displays searches that did generate hits, but the search results presented were not clicked
on. Phrases that are most frequently searched for and where search results are clicked the least (clickthrough rate), are presented at the top of the list.

Search details
Clicking on a search phrase in a list displays more detailed information about matching search results
and related searches done by other visitors, for that specific phrase.

From the statistics view you can select one or more search phrases, and switch directly to the optimization interface to work with best bets, related queries or synonyms.
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Monitoring and follow-up
Search statistics are valuable performance metrics for websites. In order to be successful with search
optimization, it is important that you visit the statistics view regularly to get to know the search data,
and be able to discover and act upon changes. Make it a habit to check search statistics after important
happenings related to your websites and organization, to verify that desired content can be found and
retrieved by visitors as expected.
One way to organize search optimization is to make the search statistics a regular follow-up item,
monthly or depending on the volume of activities. If you are a group of editors and content workers
cooperating in your organization, you can make search optimization a part of reoccurring status followups.

What to look for
l

The phrases most frequently searched for tells you which information is highest in demand.
Reveals current "hot" topics and content that visitors assume are on your website.

l

Search phrases without any hits reveal if there is content missing on your website, or in need of

improvement for higher ranking in search results.
l

It could also be that visitors are searching for content that is related to but not actually stored on
your website. You could then consider adding a connector to index related content from an
external website.

l

Search phrases with low click-through rates may also indicate that the information presented in
the hit list was either sufficient, or the title or description were not attractive enough. In the later
case you could create a best bet with a custom title and description to promote the content item.

l

Clicking on a search phrase in the list, you can see other phrases that were searched for by the
same visitor. For instance if someone searching for "project plans", also searched for "planning"
and "tracking projects", you can use this information to add missing content, create synonyms or
best bets for these phrases.

Next steps
Using the input from the statistics view, try content optimization tasks as suggested below.
l

Improve the content on your website

l

Promote specific content using best bets

l

Suggest related search phrases

l

Add synonyms for similar phrases
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Manual search optimization
Although much search optimization is done automatically by EPiServer Find, it is recommended to monitor search activities regularly on your website, to fine tune the search performance and identify search
trends. There might also be situations when you want override the system suggestions, or promote specific content.
Search optimization should be done in close cooperation between stakeholders such as the website
owner, marketers, content editors and developers. Tasks depend on whether the site is new, or if it has
existed for some time.
Search optimization can be done for multiple websites from the same user interface, and you can work
with search optimization for different languages on the website. Good knowledge about content on your
websites is useful in order to apply proper search optimization actions.
You need specific access rights to access the features in EPiServer Find.

The optimization view
Use the Optimization view to manually optimize search for your websites. Based on the input you get
from the Statistics view, you can decide what search optimization tasks are needed. You can select
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one or more search phrases in the Statistics view, and bring them directly into the optimization view to
work with search optimization.
Using the input from the statistics view, try content optimization tasks as suggested below.
l

Promote specific content using best bets

l

Suggest related search queries

l

Add synonyms for similar phrases

l

Create editorial autocomplete suggestions

Promoting content using "best bets"
You can promote content in EPiServer Find by adding "best bets", custom hits that you can make display on top of the search results list. They are useful for providing quick answers to common searches,
as well as to promote selected content as "sponsored links". For an e-commerce site for instance, you
can promote selected products by adding them as best bets.

Search phrases with low click-through rates may also indicate that the information presented in the hit
list was either sufficient, or the title or description were not attractive enough. In the later case you could
create a best bet with a custom title and description to promote the content item.

When to use best bets
l

Assume you are running a Christmas campaign. You can set the page "Christmas special offer"
to be returned at the top of the search results when visitors search for "Christmas cards".
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l

Link to relevant targeted content for search phrases that you believe visitors want to look for. For
instance, for a web page with contact information, you can add best bets with search phrases
like "customer service", "contact us" and "opening hours".

l

Use best bets to ensure that specific content is presented when a certain search phrase is submitted. For example, you can make the "health insurance card application form" always appear
on top when someone searches for "health insurance", if you know that this content is highly relevant.

l

Assume you have a "Special offers" page, which appears as it should in the search results when
searching for "offers", but the page is rarely clicked on. You could create a best bet for the page
with a more selling title and description, but leave the original content untouched.

Adding best bets
l

Add a best bet by adding one or more words or phrases, and optionally a title and description to
be displayed in the search results list. If you enter more than one phrase, the best bet is displayed if the search query contains any of these words.

l

Select the content that you want to be associated with the search phrase. The targeted content
can be for instance a page in CMS, an image, a video or a document from the asset system in
EPiServer.

l

When you add a best bet you have the option to make it display in different style in the search result listing. If you are promoting content for marketing reasons, you have the option to notify visitors that the search hit is actually a sponsored link. Note that this feature needs to be
implemented in the styling of your website.

l

Best bets can be defined for a specific language as well as a specific website.

Maintaining best bets
l

From the list of best bets, you can easily get an overview of the content currently promoted on
your websites, and edit existing best bets for instance to change the targeted content.

l

Often, best bets have a limited life time. This means that you will eventually want to remove
them. If you are using best bets to promote content, continuous maintenance is recommended to
ensure that outdated promotions are removed and links to targeted content are updated as
needed.

Best bets for catalog entries
If you have EPiServer Commerce installed on your website, you can promote content in your product
catalog by adding best bets. You can define best bets for products and variants in your catalog, as well
as specific images in the catalog. With Commerce installed, you have the catalog content selection
option available in the best bet view.
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Adding related queries
Related queries are typically used to create associated search suggestions with a search phrase, guiding visitors to certain search patterns. In EPiServer Find, suggestions are based on what other visitors
using for the same phrase have searched for. With the related queries feature, you can manually add
related queries "overriding" the system's suggestions.
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When to use related queries
l

Add related queries for a new and empty website to populate it with search content, thus creating
desirable search patterns that are used as the website grows and evolves.

l

For a travel website, add related queries for "Barcelona" and "Madrid" to searches for "Spain."
Or, add "handbags" and "shoes" to searches for "accessories" on an e-commerce website.

l

When searching for "Los Angeles airport", search results include "baggage" as a related query.

Adding related queries
l

Multiple phrases can be applied to the same related query phrase. For instance, the phrase "training" can have "course" and "school" as related queries.

l

You can prioritize the individual importance and relevance of each related query phrase by moving it up and down the list. This affects the order in which the related queries are presented.

l

A related query can be applied both to a specific website, as well as a specific language.
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Adding synonyms for similar phrases
Synonyms are useful when you want to extend a search to cover more phrases and return more relevant
search hits. Visitors may not always use an intended search term, and different wordings may also
exist for the same content. In EPiServer Find search terms can be expanded with phrases from a synonym list.

When to use synonyms
l

Adding "e-mail" and "telephone" as bidirectional synonyms for "contact" results in search hits,
including hits for all search terms.

l

Adding "recycling" as a synonym to "dump", returns search hits for a desired "correct" term that
you want to use for your content. In time, the system learns to associate specific content with
the d terminology.

l

If "recycling" is a bidirectional synonym to "dump," you get hits for "dump" when searching for
"recycling", and hits for "recycling" when searching for "dump".

l

If "recycling " is a one-way synonym to "dump", you get hits for "recycling" when searching for
"dump", but hits for "dump" is not included when searching for "recycling".
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l

Assume you have a "Special offers" page, which appears as it should in the search results when
searching for "offers", but visitors use the word "deals" when looking for special offers. Try
adding a bidirectional synonym for the word pair "offers-deals".

Keywords versus synonyms
What is the difference between keywords for SEO (Search Engine Optimization) and synonyms? Once
a synonym has been added, it applies to all content on a website containing the synonym phrase(s).
Keywords, on the other hand, must be added to each content item in order to apply. Also, synonyms are
invisible to global search engines.

Adding synonyms
l

Each phrase can contain a maximum of three words, but you can have an unlimited number of
(comma-separated) phrases matching a synonym.

l

The synonym can contain one phrase with a maximum of three words.

l

Synonyms can include special characters, such as "&" or apostrophe.

l

Synonyms are usually language-specific, and can be defined per language or for all languages on

a website.
Examples
l

"contact" => "e-mail,telephone,people,twitter" - four single word synonyms.

l

“BJ’s” => “Ben & Jerry’s” - 3-word synonym with special characters.

l

“ipod” => “mp3 player, music player” - two 2-word synonyms.

l

“mp3 player” => “ipod, zune, jens of Sweden” - two 1-word synonyms and one 3-word synonym
matching a 2-word ‘phrase’.

Autocompletion of phrases
EPiServer Find has a built-in autocomplete feature which will automatically suggest search phrases
when typing words in a search field. The suggestions are based on previous searches resulting in at
least one hit, guiding visitors in finding the desired content based on input from other successful
searches.
You can add editorial autocompletes from the user interface, which might be useful when you want to
direct visitors to desired search patterns and content. For a newly set up website, you can add spelling
suggestions to prepopulate the suggestion list, so that suggestions will occur for important words even
if no previous searches exists for the words.
Editorial autocomplete suggestions will always take precedence over the system suggestions.
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When to use autocomplete
l

Add autocomplete suggestions for your new website by identifying a set of the most important
search keywords for selected targeted content on the website.

l

Adding for instance words like "order", "ordering", "contacts" and "support" to the autocomplete
list, will make these words appear as suggestions when visitors search for information about
ordering, support and contacts for a new commercial website.

l

Say for instance that searching using the word "police" results in at least one hit on your website.
Then the system will make "police" appear as autocomplete suggestion.

l

Adding "policy" as an editorial autocomplete suggestion with higher priority, will make "policy"
appear as the number one suggestion, before "police".

Adding autocomplete phrases
l

The list will only display editorial autocompletes created from the user interface. Adding for
instance "applying" and "apply" as autocomplete suggestion, will make these appear before
"appliance", if this was the system suggestion.

l

The editorial autocompletes can be prioritized, where the priority order determines the order in
which the autocompletes will be displayed in the list of suggestions.
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l

Use drag-and-drop to decide the priority order between words in the list. The higher in the list the
higher priority.

l

To make for instance "policy" appear before "polish" as well as before any suggestions from the
system, drag "policy" to be listed before "polish".

l

Autocomplete suggestions can be defined for a specific language, as well as for a specific web-

site.

Working with content to optimize search
Search optimization actions from the user interface in EPiServer Find may not always be sufficient. In
many cases search optimization may include work to either create content that actually should be on
your website but is missing, or correct and improve existing content to make it appear in search results.
It may be that relevant content exists on your website, but is not displayed at the top in the search results. It may also be that the content is displayed but is not useful or attractive enough, and is not clicked
on by website visitors.

Using search statistics
Analyzing the search statistics will reveal if specific content is often search for but is missing on your
website. If the missing content is relevant for your website, you may want to go ahead and create it and
ensure that it appears in search after being indexed.

Content and structure
This is some general advice for search optimization related to the content itself.
l

Ensure that content on your website is well structured, correctly formatted and spelled, has a relevant title and sub-titles. Misspellings are automatically corrected by Find.

l

Use brief but descriptive page titles, accurate descriptions of page content and add a correct
page summary.

l

You may also want to add correct and descriptive meta information, as well as a correct modification date to the content.

l

Add relevant key words and search phrases to content where possible.

l

Use specific keywords instead of broad and widely used terms. Using for instance "agile commerce" instead of just "commerce" will significantly narrow the results.

For more details, refer to general guidelines on how to optimize content for search engines.

Optimizing multiple sites and languages
Search optimization is often language-specific, and EPiServer Find supports a wide range of languages.
If you are working with multiple languages and websites, you can for instance define best bets or related
queries that are either generic, or specific for a website and/or language.
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Websites, languages and indexes
The website and language selector at the top allows you to select a website and/or language for which
to view statistics and perform search optimization tasks.

Find only needs one main index, and websites in a multi-website scenario usually share the same
index. When a new website is added, the indexed content for that website will be added to the existing
index.
You also have the option of using language-specific indexes to increase search precision. This will
add language tagging for content items used for instance in word stemming, helping the system to
identify "fish" as the root word in the English words "fishing" and "fisher".
When searching a multi-language website, each language version of content will be treated as a separate object in the search result.
Index creation and the enabling of languages in the index is a service that is ordered from
EPiServer. It is recommended to enable all desired languages when the website is first set
up.
Below you will find some examples of how to work with search optimization in environments with multiple websites and languages.

EXAMPLE: enabling languages and optimizing search
In this example we have created a "Fall Fashion" page in the master language English (see image). We
want to enable Danish and Swedish as a new languages on the website, and translate the content into
these languages. We also want to apply search optimization to ensure that the new content is
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promoted. We assume here that Swedish and Danish are already enabled in the index for the website.

l

Enable Swedish and Danish as new content languages on the website.

l

Translate the content of the "Fall Fashion" page into Swedish and Danish.

l

Since the Swedish and Danish languages are enabled in the index, the "Fall Fashion" page will
appear in the results when searching for "tröjor" and "trøjer", the Swedish and Danish words for
"cardigans", even though the page contains the singular form "cardigan" ("tröja" and "trøje").

l

Add the "Fall Fashion" page as a best bet to promote it when searching for "cardigans" or
"jeans". You do not have to create best bets for the Swedish and Danish language versions specifically, the system will automatically display the translated versions. If a best bet is not translated, the master language version will be displayed as fallback.

l

Add "jeans" as a one-way synonym for "trousers" for English. This means that the "Fall Fashion"
page will be displayed when searching for "trousers", as the page contains the word "jeans".
However, since the synonym is one-way, searching for "jeans" will not make pages containing
"trousers" appear in the search results.

l

Create the corresponding language-specific synonym pair for "jeans" in Swedish (byxor) and
Danish (bukser), by selecting "Swedish" and "Danish" as language.

l

Since the new "STYLE" brand is replacing an old "XX" brand in the new collection, we will add
"style" as a synonym to "xx", applying to all languages. Visitors searching for the old "XX"
brand, will then also see results for the new "STYLE" brand, regardless of language.
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EXAMPLE: adding websites and optimizing search
We continue the previous example by creating two new campaign websites with targeted content, one
for "fashion" and one for "traveling", in addition to the default website. All three websites will share the
same index, and they will have the same languages enabled.

l

Ensure that the desired languages are enabled for each of the new websites, to be able for editors to create and translate content on the new campaign websites.

l

Since the campaign websites are new and have their own specific URLs, the statistics views
will be empty until some traffic and queries have been generated.

l

All websites share the same index, so any best bets, related queries or autocomplete suggestions defined for all websites, will be available on the two campaign websites.

l

The same applies for languages, any language-specific search optimization defined for "all websites", will also apply for the two campaign websites.

l

Synonyms will always apply to all websites, they are only defined for specific or all languages,
like the "STYLE" brand replacement example above.

l

Since the two campaign websites have quite different content (fashion and traveling), we could
add website-specific related queries. On the travel website for instance, searching for "warm"
(English) would suggest content related to warm destinations, whereas searching for the same
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phrase on the fashion website would suggest "cardigans" or "sweaters".

l

In a similar fashion, we could add website-specific autocompletion of search phrases. For
instance, when a visitor enters the letters "c-a-r" on the fashion website, the autocomplete suggestion would be "cardigans" on the fashion website, whereas the same search phrase on the
travel website would return "cars" as autocomplete suggestion.
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Administration and configuration
Prerequisite: You need administrative access rights to perform the tasks in this topic.
This section is intended for system administrators and developers that will be administering and configuring EPiServer Find search options on the website. Tasks here are search-specific and include
exploring details of the search index, configuring search connectors, as well as clearing the content
index and statistics during development.
Refer to Administering the website in the CMS Administrator User Guide for more information about general website administration features for the EPiServer platform.

Boosting results through properties
Prerequisite: You need administrative access rights to perform the tasks in this topic.
EPiServer Find has a set of default properties such as "Title", "Summary", and "Content" that are automatically mapped to similar properties on content types on the website. These properties have default
weight value settings affecting the impact on the top search result. "Boosting" allows you to change
these default values which might be useful in certain scenarios.
Changing these settings will affect the search results for all content types on all websites in
your implementation. However, the settings can always be reset to the default values.
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When to use property boosting
This feature is used in cases where you have specific and well-defined content types on a website. If
you for instance have a website with scientific articles where summaries are generally well-written and
of great importance, you can increase the weight value for "Summary" property so it will have a greater
impact on the final search result.
Default properties
When indexing, there is a set of "standard" properties that are indexed for all types of content. These are
the predefined properties for which you can change the weight values:
l

Title - the title for the content.

l

Content - the content of the web page.

l

Summary - the introduction, summary, abstract or similar property type.

l

Document content - the content of an attached asset, for example a PDF or Word document.

Changing weight settings
l

When changing the property weight values you can instantly test and verify the impact you
changes will have on the final top search results, before you save your changes.

l

Changing property weights will impact all your websites and all languages, and are not website
or language specific.

l

You can always revert your changes to the default property values, should your changes result in
strange search results.

Clearing the index and reindexing
Prerequisite: You need administrative access rights to perform the tasks in this topic.
The index and the statistics in EPiServer Find can be cleared from the user interface. Clearing of the
index is mostly needed during the development phase for a website when extensive property changes
have been done to content, or when parts of the content structure have been reorganized or removed.
Removing of the statistics is done to clear the statistics view for instance after testing functionality.
After clearing the content index, you usually also need to reindex the website.
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Clearing the index
When clearing the index, you have the option to only remove content from the website index, and to also
include statistics to be removed from the website in the clearing operation.
Removing content
Removing content from the index completely empties the index, after which the website needs to be
reindexed in order to recreate the content information in the index.
Removing statistics
When clearing the index you can also chose to remove all the statistics data. This option causes the
statistics view to be empty until new statistics information has been collected by the system.
Be aware that index clearing operations for a website are permanent and cannot be reversed.

Reindexing
Reindexing is done using a scheduled job in EPiServer, which is a service performing a specific task
that can be executed repeatedly at a scheduled time interval, or manually executed. When installing
EPiServer Find, there is a content indexing scheduled job added to your website.
Running the indexing job is useful for instance in the following situations:
l

When indexing content after having installed EPiServer Find the first time, as existing content is
not indexed unless it is manually republished.
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l

In situations where the automatic indexing has failed, or when content for some reason must be
reindexed.

l

When you have done extensive changes of access rights on content, since this is not be detected by the automatic indexing.

l

After a clear index operation when the content index for the website has been emptied.

Go to Scheduled Jobs in the CMS admin view, and select the EPiServer Find Content Indexing job.
The job can be started either manually or triggered using the standard scheduling functionality in
EPiServer. Refer to Scheduled jobs in the CMS Administrator User Guide for more information.

Adding connectors
Prerequisite: You need administrative access rights to perform the tasks in this topic.
A search connector lets website visitors find content on websites other than your site. An example is an
external blog related to your website. By indexing the blog's posts, they can be included in the website's
search results.
EPiServer Find pushes content to the search engine instantly, rendering search results in near-real
time, compared to website crawling where indexing is done at set time intervals. A connector crawls
external websites at time intervals that you schedule.
Connectors are included in the extended version of Find.
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Configuring connectors
l

By default, two connector types are available: Crawler and RSS/Atom. The connector type
determines the configuration options.

l

You can fine-tune indexing by excluding media types such as style sheets, JavaScript, and XML
files.

l

Click Show advanced to further limit indexing:.
Exclude query strings that are part of a link. For example, exclude the crawling of campaign tracking parameters (such as "utm_source," used by Google Campaigns) to avoid
unintentionally updating a campaign counter.
Specify parts of a website to be crawled but not indexed, or not crawled at all. You may
want to crawl but not index if you want to index and search links to other pages, but not
the content on those pages.

l

You can optimize performance by specifying the indexing interval.
Scheduling is set in local time, but indexing is converted to coordinated universal time
(UTC), so it occurs at the same time regardless of the website server location. However,
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you must manually adjust local time when needed, for example, for daylight savings time.

Managing connectors and indexing jobs
l

The connectors list displays all website connectors. For each one, you can see the status of
ongoing indexing jobs and scheduling information.

l

You can manually start and stop indexing jobs from the connector list.

l

You can manually refresh a connector's indexing status. If completed, last completion time
appears.

l

You can edit any connector. For example, you can update its indexing schedule.

Exploring the index
Prerequisite: You need administrative access rights to perform the tasks in this topic.
Most of the features in EPiServer Find are built around the search index. The index is where all the data
collected by the search engine is stored, providing quick access to the entire website data. Without a
search index a query would take much longer since all data would have to be searched for each query.
The data is "pushed" to the search index feeding it with content, which makes the updates take place in
near real time. The index contains information about all types of website content, not only web pages.
Depending on the setup, the index can also contain for example files of different types as well as comments in a community.

Overview
The Overview option provides a quick overview of the index for the website, displaying what it looks
like at a given point in time. If you have multiple websites in your environment, the index is shared, and
you can explore the search index content for each website.
l

The Index section contains basic information such as name, number of documents and the
.NET API version number. This information is useful when you want to verify the exact index
that applies for the sites.

l

The Types section visualizes the total number of indexed objects and types of objects in the
index. In most cases "types" are page types, but it can also be other types of website objects
that have been indexed.

l

The Content section provides an overview of the indexed content for the different sites in the
site structure. You see the total number of indexed objects such as pages and files for both the
entire site structure as well as for each site. You can also see the distribution per page type and
languages for each site.
A language version of a page is treated as a separate object in the index.
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Index details
The Explore view in EPiServer Find allows search administrators to view and explore details in the
index, answering questions like "has this page been indexed?" or "when was the page indexed the last
time?".
The total indexed content is listed, and you can filter the list according to type of indexed content, for
instance page types. You can also search for indexed content using query syntax such as "baggage"
and "carry-on baggage" when searching for single words and phrases.
From the Explore view developers can analyze the exact information that was included in the index for a
specific website object. Clicking on an item in the list reveasl more detailed information about the
indexed object. You can find out when the object was indexed, you can see the IDs for the object as
well as the actual indexed content, which is useful when working with the setup and finetuning of the
index.

Access rights
Prerequisite: You need administrative access rights to perform the tasks in this topic.
Access rights are used in EPiServer to allow access to the different parts of the EPiServer platform. To
be able to access EPiServer Find features in the submenu, a user must be a member of one of the following group options:
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l

Administrators

l

WebAdmins

l

WebEditors and SearchAdmins (to access the EPiServer edit view and search features only)

Since most EPiServer users are not members of Administrators or WebAdmins, membership in both
SearchAdmins and WebEditors is required instead, to be able to access the features in Find.
These groups are configured by default in EPiServer, but you may still need to create the group
SearchAdmins in the CMS admin view, if this group does not already exist.
Refer to Access rights in the CMS Administrator User Guide for more information on how to work with
access rights in EPiServer.

Access right-filtering of content
The search engine itself does not apply any access rights filtering when performing a search. However,
when setting up the EPiServer CMS integration it is possible to set access right filtering in code to filter
out pages that the current user should not be able to see. For more information, refer to the developer
documentation for EPiServer Find on world.episerver.com.
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